Max loves listening to Grandma's bedtime stories in his pajamas.

Design and color new pajamas for Max.

Storytime with Grandma is about to begin. Can you help Max find his way to bed?

START

FINISH

Max loves doing all sorts of activities, like cooking, swimming in the ocean, and bouncing on his bed. He needs to wear different outfits for each activity. Match the images of Max to the activity he is dressed for.

ANSWERS: 1 = B, 2 = C, 3 = A

Bunny starts with the letter "B." Circle the items below that also start with "B." What letter does your name start with? Write the letter on the line below. Answers: bowl, banana, baseball, bread, bed

Help Max and Ruby fall asleep by counting stuffed bunnies. How many stuffed bunnies did you count?

ANSWER: 7

Max and Ruby love to play with their toys before bedtime. Circle the three items that do not belong with the others in the image below.
Celebrate with Max & Ruby!
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MAX & RUBY

Max likes money, candy, and ants.
How many coins are there? How many ants?
How many marshmallow chicks do you count?
Write the answers on the lines below.

Answers: 4 coins; 6 ants; 10 marshmallow chicks

Can you help Max get to the chocolate chicken?

Can you help Grandma’s birthday cake with Red-Hot Marshmallow Squirters. Decorate the cake below for Grandma.

What letter does your name start with? Write the letter on the line below.

Max wants to decorate Grandma’s birthday cake with Red-Hot Marshmallow Squirters. Decorate the cake below for Grandma.

Help Ruby clean up Max’s mess. Can you draw lines connecting the items that belong together?

Max loves his dragon shirt. Design and color a new shirt below.